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Figure 1. Open Re�ne GUI.

Explaining the Case and Software Tool
In 2019, SpokenWeb SFU Project Manager Cole Mash (SFU) and SpokenWeb Systems Task Force member Tomasz Neugebauer

(Concordia) began work on editing SWALLOW entries. SWALLOW is an open-source metadata ingestion system developed by

the SpokenWeb team to describe and manage the project’s object of study: literary audio. Since the implementation of

SWALLOW in 2018, SpokenWeb team members have ingested over 4,700 entries into the system. 

With so many literary artifacts, the team needed a way to edit entries in larger swaths, rather than having to make all edits to the

system individually, by hand. SWALLOW had been built with a way to export multiple entries out of the system, edit them, and

import them back in. But how exactly would that process work? 

Exploration, cleaning, transformation and reconciliation of data is an increasingly common task,  with many scripting

environments available to help with the work of rigorously implemented descriptions of audio artifacts and events. To explore the

possibility of making changes to multiple entries at once, Neugebauer pointed Mash in the direction of OpenRe�ne because it

offers robust functionality via a graphical user interface (GUI, or the visual �eld that an online user interacts with).  OpenRe�ne’s

GUI has a sparse but user-friendly front end that opens on one’s internet browser, providing users with a number of options to

create and manage projects, as well as to import their data, including from the computer, a URL, a database, or to paste data

into the provided clipboard. OpenRe�ne is an open source tool for cleaning up and homogenizing large amounts of raw data. Its

website boasts that “OpenRe�ne (previously Google Re�ne) is a powerful tool for working with messy data: cleaning it;

transforming it from one format into another; and extending it with web services and external data” (“Welcome”). Basically, the

tool allows users to parse and transform large amounts of data into alternative usable forms. OpenRe�ne has a number of parsing

and transformation options such as “TSV, CSV, *SV, Excel (.xls and .xlsx), JSON, XML, RDF as XML, and Google Data

documents are all supported. [And] [s]upport for other formats can be added with OpenRe�ne extensions.” (“OpenRe�ne”). In
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this way, OpenRe�ne is a really useful tool for more than just the kind of metadata work that Mash was seeking to perform.  

Mash began to experiment with the program as a method for batch editing. SWALLOW, SpokenWeb’s metadata ingest system,

exports data as a JSON �le, that is, JavaScript Object Notation, a “lightweight data-interchange format” that is both easily

human readable and machine readable.  JSON.org describes JSON as “a text format that is completely language independent

but uses conventions that are familiar to programmers of the C-family of languages” (“Introducing JSON”). So �rst, Mash

exported SWALLOW JSON  for SFU’s Radio Free Rainforest Collection out of SWALLOW and into OpenRe�ne by selecting

export, re�ning his selection, and then copying and pasting the JSON code. After that, Mash did a lot of �ddling and

experimenting. With no previous experience with the program, it was dif�cult to know exactly what options to use. How did we

want to use this new tool and its myriad options for parsing data? Did we want to parse the data as a JSON �le or as a CSV �le?

Did we want to preserve empty strings or trim the white space? A number of experiments followed in which Mash simply tried a

number of different options. The goal was to create an output of metadata in the form of a CSV �le, with the necessary metadata

�elds organized clearly into columns and rows. After experimenting, Mash chose what he thought were the correct options and

met with Neugebauer, who ‘re�ned’ (see what we did there?) Mash’s process a little further. Ultimately, the JSON from

SWALLOW was parsed as JSON into organized columns and rows of cells. This worked because the exported JSON was

consistent in its structure since we worked with items encoded in one SpokenWeb schema version at a time.  The rows and cells

were then formatted, rearranged, and edited down to produce a clear spreadsheet containing the data from SWALLOW in a

curated and organized manner (see Figure 2). JSON format makes it possible to have more than tabular data.  It is a richer

format than CSV, allowing for hierarchical data structures. CSV is just a table of rows and columns of data. For that reason,

depending on what the data is, of course, a conversion from JSON into CSV requires some re-interpretation of the data into

columns. Fields that allow for multiple entries, such as the creator and contributor �elds in SpokenWeb Schema, result in “multi-

line” CSV, where each “record/item” consists of many rows of data in the CSV �le. OpenRe�ne does make it possible to

“transpose” rows into additional columns, if a one row per record CSV �le is required.

Figure 2. CSV �le of Radio Free Rainforest JSON parsed through

OpenRe�ne.

Once a method had been developed for using OpenRe�ne as an editing tool, we needed to test it. Enter SFU RA Ben Joseph.

Joseph is a second year computer science student at SFU, who works on the SpokenWeb project. He is SFU’s go-to RA for

working  with more complex digital tools. At the time, Ben was working on editing the metadata for Gerry Gilbert’s

radiofreerainforest (rfr) collection. This collection was almost complete, and ready for a �nal edit. Consisting of audio �les of a

radio show, the collection’s metadata was well documented and more straightforward than some of the maverick modes of

recording and unmarked tapes that we �nd in other collections. This made it the perfect collection to test our new method for

editing using OpenRe�ne. 

Joseph and Mash began editing using OpenRe�ne, though ultimately they would not do a batch edit. You see, batch editing

requires exporting a large amount of �les from SWALLOW, changing data, and then importing it back in. This process is tricky and

can lead to errors in the �les that are imported back into SWALLOW if not done correctly. For Neugebauer, it was important that if

https://digital.lib.sfu.ca/gerry-gilbert-radiofreerainforest-collection


an export/import was to be done, a signi�cant amount of data should be changed, or it would not be worth engaging in this

complex and risky process. Neugebauer asked the question, does this collection need to be batch edited? Or can the errors

simply be edited by hand (that is, edited in SWALLOW itself in each individual entry)? The answer was emphatically the latter—all

of the errors that were found could be done by hand and a batch edit was likely overkill. 

But all was not lost in this experiment. It illuminated that our question was not simply how to do a batch edit, but a question that

needed to be asked of each collection we edit: is a batch edit required at all?

It just so happens that OpenRe�ne can also be useful for determining whether or not a batch edit is warranted. By exporting the

data out of SWALLOW and into OpenRe�ne, and then a spreadsheet, the data was still more clearly organized and easier to

read from a distance than it would be in SWALLOW. SWALLOW’s ingestion system requires you to enter into each individual entry

in order to edit the metadata, which can be cumbersome (see Figure 3). However, when viewing data in a spreadsheet, one can

view and sort large amounts of entries and compare data across them (see Figure 4). This makes it easy to see what kind of edits

need to be done much quicker than if you were just using  SWALLOW. Once one decides whether or not a batch edit is necessary

based on the amount of errors that appear, then all one needs to do is go into SWALLOW, locate and make each edit by hand,

or make the edits in the spreadsheet, and then begin the import process.

Figure 3. Metadata for six �elds from artifact #1514 from the

Radio Free Rainforest collection in SWALLOW.

Figure 4. Metadata for eleven �elds from four different artifacts

from the Radio Free Rainforest collection as a CSV spreadsheet.

So, OpenRe�ne can be used  to batch edit large amounts of metadata in a number of useful ways. However, it’s not just an

export/import editor. It also functions as a method for “distant reading” the metadata of a collection, allowing users to see more

easily the errors in a given collection so that edits might be made by hand in SWALLOW. 

Joseph, Mash, and Neugebauer have drafted work�ows for several tasks relevant to the veri�cation and correction of metadata

in SWALLOW, including a process for how to check the metadata to determine whether there are enough errors to warrant

performing a full batch edit, or not, as well as instructions regarding how to do a batch edit should that prove necessary.  These



work�ows and additional comments on the processes are provided in the sections that follow.

Work�ow, Other Things, and Bots
1. Work�ow 

1.1 Export from SWALLOW

1.1.1 Decide which collection or group of artifacts for which you will edit the metadata.

1.1.2 Sign into SWALLOW.

1.1.3 Click the Export button on the left sidebar. 

1.1.4 Choose the Institution, Cataloguer, and Collection you will export. Under Schema, select one schema only,

usually the most recent version number. If you need to export records with multiple schema versions, you will have to import

them in batches by schema version, so it is good to keep the export �les separate by schema version.

1.1.5 Beside Export current dataset as select Swallow JSON. Click Export button. 

1.1.6 Wait for the result to load, then click on “File > Save Page As” in your browser to save a copy of the JSON export as

a �le.  Alternatively, copy [CTRL/CMND C]  the JSON text provided onto the clipboard. Make sure you select all of this

text!  

1.2 Parse text in OpenRe�ne 

1.2.1 Open the OpenRe�ne application on your computer. It will open as an app, and then in your browser. 

1.2.2 Click on Choose Files and select the �le you saved in step 1.6.  Alternatively, select Clipboard and

paste[CTRL/CMND P] the JSON text you copied to the clipboard. 

1.2.3 Click Next. OpenRe�ne will transform data string from SWALLOW into generic columns and rows.

1.2.4 You now have a number of options for parsing and transforming the text. Under Parse data as, select JSON �les. 

1.2.5 Now, you will have a few options pertaining to parsing the data as JSON. 

1.2.6 Select the button Parse cells into numbers, dates…

1.2.7 Select Create Project.

1.2.8 Click the drop down arrow on the left under All and select Reorder/Remove columns.

1.2.9 Reorder columns into a way that will be easiest for you to engage with visually. 

1.2.10 Delete any columns that you won’t be focusing on in your editing.

1.2.11 In the top right, click the Export drop down menu, and select either Excel (.xls) or Comma-separated Value,

depending on if you use excel speci�cally or another spreadsheet program. 

1.2.12 The CSV will download on your computer. Open it with excel or another spreadsheet program. 

1.3 Spreadsheet-based Editing

1.3.1 Now that you have a spreadsheet, your next job will be to decide whether you will need to edit this spreadsheet and

then import the data back into SWALLOW (batch edit) or simply use OpenRe�ne’s resulting spreadsheet to quickly locate

errors and then edit them by hand, so to speak, in SWALLOW itself. But how do you know which method is the best one to

use? With the spreadsheet, it will be much easier to view large amounts of data simultaneously than it is in SWALLOW. Use

this functionality to locate how many errors there are in the collection and what the nature of those errors are.  

https://openrefine.org/


1.3.2 Begin by going through the cells of each �eld, focusing on areas you know may have errors (VIAF, Name Spelling,

Dates and Date formatting, Open Street Maps Link etc.).  You will not be able to check the data in every single cell—this

would take even longer  than it took to enter the data in the �rst place. As with everything with SWALLOW, you need to

decide how  much time you have to spend on this task, and use that time wisely. Ask questions to  decide what data to check.

For instance, which cells commonly have errors? Who was  the original cataloguer and what cells do they struggle with or

commonly succeed with? You can also click all the links provided to check their validity, and use the search  function to check

on data that is repeated. Check as much data as you can, making note of errors along the way.

You may need to get creative to discover errors in the spreadsheet. If you know a name or date or place that comes up quite

frequently, you might want to search to ensure it has been done correctly. For example, you could search the name Daphne

Marlatt, then look through all the entries with her name to ensure the right VIAF has been entered. 

 1.4 Correcting inconsistent details of creators or contributors (Name, date, VIAF URL)

      1.4.1 This is also an important step as some creators have aliases or different spellings of their  name within the same

collection, and there is dissenting information on the web that might lead to incorrect dates, etc.

The simplest solution to this would be to temporarily sort your rows by one column: the creators/ contributors list

alphabetically, and look through the instances of the names, making sure they’re all identical.

This could be done within OpenRe�ne, making use of the “Sort” dropdown menu in the toolbar, followed by the Ctrl+H

shortcut to search for speci�c instances of a name.

 1.5 Deciding how to proceed with Batch Edit

1.5.1 Make a list of the errors you �nd, including which catalogue entry they are in. Ask     yourself how long it might take to

correct these errors by hand?

1.5.2 Decide if it will be easy to edit these by hand in SWALLOW, or if a larger batch import is     needed.

1.5.3 If the former, then edit these by hand.  

1.5.4 If the latter, edit these in the spreadsheet itself (either individually, or through search, and replace if there are many

entries).

1.5.5 A larger batch import would usually be easier for repeated instances of the same error within a collection.For

instance, if the Brands of every single audio tape in every entry within a collection needed to be changed. 

1.5.6 If you’re going through with a batch edit, before importing the changed �le, Use Ctrl+H to Open the �nd and replace

option within the CSV/json/excel �le you will be using. Replace every instance of the collection name with

“CollectionName-Duplicate”.  

1.6 Import Back into SWALLOW 

1.6.1 Duplicate the collection that you are working on, so that you have a backup inside of Swallow in case something

goes wrong. Go to Collections and click on Duplicate button to the right of the collection name you want to import back

into. This should create a collection “-COPY”.

1.6.2 If you have made changes inside of OpenRe�ne, you need to export the updated content from OpenRe�ne as a CSV

�le and then Import the collection back into SWALLOW.  To export the updated content from OpenRe�ne, click on Export

and select CSV.  You can import this CSV �le by going to Import and selecting “Swallow CSV to V3” under Mapping

Function, or another custom CSV mapping function.  The mapping functions rely on custom matching column names in the

CSV �le, so you will have to ensure that the column headings in your CSV �les correspond to these.  For example, the

following is a list of column headings for a University of Alberta import, listed in CSV format. Select “UofA CSV to V3” under

Mapping Functions when importing a CSV �le that uses these headings:

 cataloguer_last_name_�rst_name,partner_institution,contributing_unit,Collection.source_collection,Institution_and_Collection/item
ID,Item_Description/identi�ers#1,Institution_and_Collection/persistent_URL,Material_Description/recording_type,Material_Description/AV_type,Material_Description/m
aterial_designation,Material_Description/physical_composition,Material_Description/tape_brand,Material_Description/playing_speed,Digital_File_Description/�lename



,Digital_File_Description/duration,Digital_File_Description/size,Digital_File_Description/bitrate,Digital_File_Description/encoding,Item_Description/title,Item_Description
/title_note,Item_Description/title_source,Item_Description/language,Item_Description/genre#1,Item_Description/genre#2,Dates/date,Dates/type,Dates/notes,Location
/venue,Rights/rights,Rights/notes,Notes#1/note,Notes#1/type,Content/contents,Contributor#1,Contributor#1_role,Contributor#2,Contributor#2_role,Creator#1,Creat
or#1_role#1,Creator#1_role#2,Creator#2,Creator#2_role#1,Creator#2_role#2,Creator#3,Creator#3_role#1,Creator#3_role#2,Creator#4,Creator#4_role#1,Creator
#4_role#2,Creator#5,Creator#5_role#1,Creator#5_role#2,Creator#6,Creator#6_role#1,Creator#6_role#2,Creator#7,Creator#7_role#1,Creator#7_role#2,Creator#
8,Creator#8_role#1,Creator#8_role#2,Creator#9,Creator#9_role#1,Creator#9_role#2,Creator#10,Creator#10_role#1,Creator#10_role#2,Creator#11,Creator#11_r
ole#1,Creator#11_role#2,Creator#12,Creator#12_role#1,Creator#12_role#2,Creator#13,Creator#13_role#1,Creator#13_role#2,Creator#14,Creator#14_role#1,Crea
tor#14_role#2,Creator#15,Creator#15_role#1,Creator#15_role#2,Creator#16,Creator#16_role#1,Creator#16_role#2,Creator#17,Creator#17_role#1,Creator#17_rol
e#2,Creator#18,Creator#18_role#1,Creator#18_role#2,Creator#19,Creator#19_role#1,Creator#19_role#2,Creator#20,Creator#20_role#1,Creator#20_role#2,Crea
tor#21,Creator#21_role#1,Creator#21_role#2

1.6.3 If you have made changes directly to the JSON �le using VisualStudio Code, you can import the updated JSON �le

by going to Import and selecting “Swallow JSON V3 to V3” under Mapping functions.  Select the “Preview” checkbox

�rst, and correct any errors displayed.  If there are no errors and the only warnings are for duplicate titles, you can batch

delete the items inside the collection that you are about to replace (Items > use �lter for the collection name and click on

Delete button next to “Batch delete all these items”), to remove the duplicate titles warning.  Now run the import with the

“Preview” unchecked, this will actually import the updated items into the correct collection.

1.6.4 Check to make sure it worked and the entries look good.  If it is OK, you can delete the backup collection you created

in 4.1 by going to Collections and clicking on Delete button to the right of the collection name. 

2. Other Things to Keep in Mind

It is inevitable that each researcher is going to enter the same data slightly differently. In your batch editing process, ask

yourself, “Is the information in this cell wrong, or is it just different than how I would do it?” For example, if someone enters a

date wrong, that is just wrong information. But if someone enters that they got the title from the “Tape” vs. entering that they

got the title from the “J-Card,” (which refers to the paper card inserted in the plastic storage case of an audio cassette) this

isn’t necessarily wrong, but rather  an editorial choice and preference, and does not require editing. The editing process is

not static, and requires critical thinking about how the entries can be made to be the most useful to future researchers, with

the time we have been given to work on this project. 

Whenever possible, try to edit the entries in SWALLOW rather than importing the spreadsheet back in. This process can be

laborious and has a higher risk for error than editing by hand.

It might help to familiarize yourself with the capabilities of OpenRe�ne. A good place to start would be the documentation

for the application: https://docs.openre�ne.org. 

  In order to import the spreadsheet back into SWALLOW, you’re going to have to request a special Editor status for your

SWALLOW account. If you’re going through with a batch import, make sure that you make a duplicate collection before you

begin.  You will be importing your new information into the duplicate collection that you have created.

3. Using the Bot (Optional)

Ben has developed a bot to assist in batch editing tasks. 

3.1 Using the EditorBot Script (https://github.com/puppyhearts/EditorBot) to �nd missing details within entries:

3.1.2 This application should be used to do a preliminary scan of the collection to point you in the direction of entries that

may be �awed. It generates a list of typical errors that you may �nd in the collection and a list of important information that

might be missing in an entry.

3.1.3 Make sure you have python 3 installed on your computer: https://www.python.org/downloads/.

3.1.4 Download the python scripts for the EditorBot from the github repository.

3.1.5 In Finder.py, �nd the line of python code that says 

df = panda.read_excel (r’GG1.xlsx’)

3.1.6 Change ‘GG1.xlsx’ to the name and �le extension of the �le you downloaded in step 2.13.

3.1.7 Execute Finder.py

3.1.8 The program should give you a list of Swallow IDs in ascending order, along with a list of information that that speci�c

entry may be missing.This information may simply be unavailable rather than missing, but it’s probably a good idea to look

at every �eld that the program �ags.

https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://docs.openrefine.org/
https://github.com/puppyhearts/EditorBot
https://www.python.org/downloads/


3.1.9 The error message should look something like “XXX info not Mentioned”

3.1.10 The list of missing information that the program currently checks for includes:

1. Rights

2. Item Description

1. Genre 

2. Source of Title

3. Production Context

4. Item ID

3. Dates 

1. of Recording

2. Type of Date

3. Source of Date

4. Creator Details

1. Creator Name

2. Creator Dates

3. Creator URL

4. Creator Role

5. Contributor Details

1. Contributor Name

2. Contributor Dates

3. Contributor URL

4. Contributor Role

6. Physical Description

1. Image of Tape

2. Physical Condition

3. Recording Type

4. Sound Quality

5. Extent

6. Physical Composition

7. AV Type

7. Digital File Description

1. Size of Digital File

2. Duration of Audio

3. File Type

4. File Name

8. Location
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